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Automatic Tonnage Monitoring for
Missing Part Detection in
Multi-Operation Forging
Processes
In multi-operation forging processes, the process fault due to missing parts from dies is a
critical concern. The objective of this paper is to develop an effective method for detect-
ing missing parts by using automatic classification of tonnage signals during continuous
production. In this paper, a new feature selection and hierarchical classification method
is developed to improve the classification performance for multiclass faults. In the devel-
opment of the methodology, the signal segmentation is conducted at the first step based
on an offline station-by-station test in a forging process. Afterwards, the principal com-
ponent analysis is conducted on the segmented tonnage signals to generate the principal
component (PC) features to be selected for designing the classifier. Finally, the optimal
selection of PC features is integrated with the design of a hierarchical classifier by using
the criterion of minimizing the probabilities of misclassification among classes. A case
study using a real-world forging process is provided in the paper, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of the developed methodology for detecting and diagnosing the missing
parts faults in the multiple forging operation process. The classifier performance is also
validated through the cross-validations to achieve a given average classification
error. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4002531�

Keywords: hierarchical classification, multi-operation forging process, monitoring and
diagnosis, tonnage signal
Introduction
Multi-operation forging processes with transfer or progressive

ies are being increasingly used due to their high productivity and
ow manufacturing costs. In such processes, multiple dies/stations
re designed to work together to produce a complete product in
ach stroke. One of the critical process faults is the missing part
rom dies during production, which does not only results in de-
ective parts but also may damage expensive dies. Therefore, au-
omatic monitoring and detection of missing parts in such pro-
esses is highly demanded in industrial practice.

With the rapid development of sensor and computer technology,
nline tonnage monitoring systems are widely used in most indus-
rial practices. For example, Fig. 1 shows four strain gage sensors

ounted on the four uprights of a forging press machine. These
ensors are used to measure the aggregated tonnage forces exerted
n all dies. The summation of these four tonnage sensor signals is
eferred to as the “total tonnage signal” in this paper. The mean
rofile of the total tonnage signals reflects the properties of the
ncoming raw materials, workpiece geometry, process setups, die
orking conditions, etc. Meanwhile, the variations in these ton-
age signals reflect the natural process variations due to inherent
rocess disturbance factors, including the variations in lubrication
istribution, die temperatures, material uniformity, etc. Since ton-
age force signals can provide a wealth of information about the
rocess operation conditions, it is always desirable to effectively
se these tonnage signals for online process monitoring and qual-
ty improvement.

In traditional industrial practices, several simple tonnage fea-
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tures are used for online process monitoring. For example, the
maximum and the average of a cycle of signals are the most
commonly used monitoring features �1–3�. Unfortunately, when
using these simple features, a large amount of profile information
provided in tonnage signals is not fully utilized. As a result, a
monitoring system based on these simple features often suffers
either a high false alarm rate when the process is operating nor-
mally or a high missing detection rate when the process is under
faulty conditions. Recently, more advanced methods of analyzing
tonnage signals have been investigated by applying multivariate
statistical analysis and signal processing methods �4–6�. For ex-
ample, in Ref. �4�, T2 control charts are constructed based on
offline tests in order to obtain individual station signals. In Ref.
�5�, an advanced monitoring method is developed using the Haar
transform, and in Ref. �6�, a hidden Markov model based fault
diagnosis system is developed based on an autoregressive model.
Although significant achievements have been made in stamping
process monitoring, the application of tonnage signals for forging
processes monitoring is still very limited.

In order to develop effective tonnage monitoring systems for
forging processes with multiple transfer/progressive dies, the need
for additional research can be seen from the following three as-
pects. The first aspect is that a forging operation is a hot forming
process that generates smooth tonnage profiles. As a result, in
forging processes, it is harder to identify the actual working
boundaries of each die in a complete cycle of total tonnage signals
than it is in stamping processes. Therefore, signal segmentation is
a necessary step for forging process monitoring and diagnosis.

The second aspect is that forging processes usually include op-
erations that generate relatively small tonnage forces, which con-
cealed in the overall tonnage signal profiles. In this paper, we call
this type of operation a “weak operation.” An example of these
weak operations would be piercing and trimming operations. The

corresponding tonnage force signal generated by a weak operation
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s called a “weak �tonnage� signal.” Generally, it is very difficult
o detect a missing part at a weak operation die because the re-
ulting change in the total tonnage signal profile is too subtle to be
asily detected. For example, Fig. 2�a� illustrates two samples of
otal tonnage signals under two different working conditions. One
s from normal operational condition when all dies are loaded with
arts; the other signal is from a situation where a part is missing
rom the piercing operation die. It can be seen that the overall
onnage profiles of these two samples are quite overlapping. After
e enlarge the circled local segment of the signals in Fig. 2�a�,
owever, the subtle difference between these two samples can be
een in Fig. 2�b�. But how to effectively detect such a subtle
rofile change is challenging, especially when the inherent pro-
ess variability of multiple samples is considered.

The third aspect is that the inherent tonnage variability in forg-
ng operations is higher than the variability in stamping operations
ecause the metal deforms much more freely under the high tem-
eratures in forging operations than under low temperatures in
tamping operations. Consequently, for the same operation, such
s piecing or trimming, the signal-to-noise ratio of the correspond-
ng tonnage signals in a forging process is usually lower than that
n a stamping process. Therefore, existing tonnage monitoring

ethods that are used for stamping processes may not be directly
pplicable to the forging processes, especially for weak operations
n forging processes.
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Fig. 1 Sensor distributions in the forging machine
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Recently, some advanced research has been conducted on forg-
ing process monitoring �7,8�. For example, in Ref. �7�, the princi-
pal curve based tonnage monitoring method is developed based on
segmented signals. In Ref. �8�, principal component analysis is
used for monitoring feature extraction based on a whole cycle of
tonnage signals. These papers, however, did not investigate the
tonnage monitoring for a forging process that consists of weak
operation dies.

Unlike the approach of using statistical process control �SPC�
charts for detection of abnormal conditions, this paper aims to
detect and identify various fault conditions that correspond to
parts missing from various operation dies. The proposed tonnage
monitoring approach is formulated by solving a multiclass classi-
fication problem, i.e., training a multiclass classifier that can iden-
tify a part missing from a particular die or an unknown fault
condition after detecting the change of tonnage signals.

For the purpose of designing classifiers, a large number of clas-
sification methods can be found in literature. These can generally
be categorized into two groups in terms of the classifier structure.
The first group consists of classifiers that use a single classifier to
classify multiclass data. Examples of these advanced classification
techniques include neural networks and support vector machines
�9�. The second group consists of classifiers that use multiple clas-
sifiers to categorize multiclass data. Examples of these classifica-
tion techniques include hierarchical classifiers, where different hi-
erarchical structures are used in Refs. �9–12� and multiclass
Adaboost, which uses multiple weak classifiers simultaneously to
vote for a decision �13�. In this paper, we select the hierarchical
classifiers because a hierarchical structure can effectively reflect
different degrees of class separability at different hierarchical
steps. This requirement is critical in this study because of the need
to reveal the subtle differences between the classes of weak sig-
nals that are hidden in the total tonnage signals.

To design an effective classifier, feature extraction and feature
selection play a critical role. Two essential questions need to be
answered, i.e., how many features are needed and which features
should be selected. In hierarchical classification methods, feature
selection has received relatively little attention even though it is
important in the classifier training process �14�. There are five
commonly used feature selection criteria: the information mea-
sure, distance, dependence, consistency, and classification accu-
racy; their performances in hierarchical classifiers are discussed in
Refs. �14–17�. The feature selection methods using the first four
criteria are called filter approaches since they do not depend on
classification algorithms. In contrast, the feature selection meth-
ods based on the classification accuracy criteria are called wrapper
approaches, which use the trained classifier outputs to evaluate the
selected feature subsets. However, both feature selection ap-
proaches have some drawbacks that limit their applications to our
problem. In the filter approaches, the measures used for the fea-
ture selection usually do not directly represent the misclassifica-
tion rates of the hierarchical classifiers, which cannot guarantee
the performance of the classifier. In the wrapper approaches, the
feature subsets are not evaluated during the classifier training in
each hierarchical step; therefore, it does not help reduce the mis-
classification errors in the scenario of detecting weak-force opera-
tion signals because in our study, the weak-force signals are over-
shadowed by strong-force signals.

The objective of this paper is to develop a new tonnage moni-
toring method that can be effectively used for detecting missing
parts in weak operations in multi-operation forging processes. Un-
like existing feature selection approaches, we propose that, at each
hierarchical classification step, the total misclassification error of
each group should be used as the criterion for optimal feature
selection. The advantage of this approach is that the performance
of the selected feature subset can be directly evaluated in terms of
total misclassification errors. Moreover, an inclined type of
binary-tree structure �18� is selected for the classifier design to

improve the signal-to-noise ratio of features. Using this hierarchi-
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al tree structure, the features can be better selected to reduce
isclassification errors, especially for detecting missing parts at

he weak-force operations.
This paper is organized as follows. A multi-operation forging

rocess is introduced in Sec. 2. The proposed method for feature
election and hierarchical classifier design is discussed in detail in
ec. 3. A real-world example of a forging process is illustrated in
ec. 4 to demonstrate the implementation procedures and effec-

iveness of the proposed method. Finally, concluding remarks are
iven in Sec. 5.

Overview of an Exemplary Forging Process
A real-world forging process is used as an example in this paper

o show the development of our methodology. In this process, one
nal product is produced by passing a raw billet through five

ndividual dies that perform five operations in the following se-
uence: �1� preforming, �2� blocking, �3� finishing, �4� piercing,
nd �5� trimming. Figure 3 shows a shape sketch of raw billet,
ntermediate parts, as well as a final product after each operation.
f these five die operations, the blocking and finishing operations
ake significant shape changes on workpieces and thus generat-

ng large tonnage forces. In contrast, the piercing and trimming
perations remove a small amount of material from a workpiece,
hus generating small tonnage forces. This fact leads to the diffi-
ulty to detect a missing part at the piercing and trimming opera-
ions than at other operations.

For the purpose of classifier design, a training data set consist-
ng of six groups of data is collected in which group i�i
1, . . . ,5� corresponds to the fault condition due to a missing part
t station i; group 0 corresponds to the normal working condition.
or completeness, group 6 is used to represent all unknown po-

ential process faults. Figure 4 shows all training samples of total

Billet Station 1
Pre-forming

Station 2
Blocking

Station 3
Finishing

Station 4
Piercing

Station 5
Trimming

ig. 3 Sketched billet and workpiece passing through five op-
rations in a forging process
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Fig. 4 Sample tonnage signals at six different conditions
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tonnage signals, including 307 samples from the normal operating
condition and 69 samples from each of five missing part condi-
tions. It can be seen that it is relatively easy to separate groups 2
and 3 �missing parts at the blocking and finishing dies� from other
groups but more difficult to separate groups 4 and 5 �missing parts
at the piercing and trimming dies� from group 0 �normal operating
condition�.

3 Methodology Development
In this study, a new hierarchical classification method inte-

grated with optimal feature selection is developed to enhance the
performance of detecting weak signals. The training procedure for
the proposed classifier is illustrated in Fig. 5. First, the signal
segmentation is conducted as a data preprocessing procedure to
improve the separability of different groups at their corresponding
local segments. Second, principal component analysis �PCA� �19�
is used for data dimension reduction by using a few significant
principal components �PCs� as features to represent the original
total tonnage signals at individual segments. Then, feature selec-
tion and the corresponding hierarchical classifier design are ac-
complished through the supervised training based on the six avail-
able groups of training samples. The outputs from the third step
are the optimally selected feature subsets and the corresponding
decision rules of the resultant hierarchical classifier. These are
used to ensure an acceptable misclassification error at each hier-
archical classification step. Finally, the overall performance of the
developed classifier is evaluated by constructing a confusion ma-
trix. The details involved at each step will be discussed in Secs.
3.1–3.4, respectively.

3.1 Signal Segmentation. In multi-operation processes, when
a missing part occurs at an individual die, the total tonnage signal
will only partially change at the specific signal segment corre-
sponding to the working range of that particular die. Therefore,
for the purpose of missing part detection at a particular die, it is
helpful to extract features at the corresponding local data segment
that is relevant to the working range of the faulty die rather than
using the whole cycle of total tonnage signals. In this way, the
class separability of using such extracted features is increased
because the local profile changes are enhanced after removing
irrelevant data segments. For example, in Fig. 4, groups 2 and 3
are more separable from other groups near the peak tonnage areas
at the data segment of �800,1200� and �900, 1200�, respectively,
but groups 4 and 5 have a higher separability from other groups at
the data segment of �600, 900�. Therefore, different data segments
show different sensitivities in separating groups of signals.

To conduct data segmentation of total tonnage signals, the
working ranges of each individual die need to be known. Ideally,
for multi-operation processes, the working ranges of each die can

Signal
segmentation

PCA

Feature selection &
hierarchical classifier (HC)

design

Multi-class data

Feature subsets for
each hierarchical step

Fig. 5 Training procedures for classifier design
be determined by the timing-charts from the die design, which,
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owever, may not always be available in industrial practice. In
his case, Jin and Shi �20� proposed a method by conducting a set
f offline station-by-station tests to obtain the decomposed ton-
age signals for individual dies. Figure 6 shows the decomposed
esults of the tonnage signal generated at each die station in which
he working range of each die is marked as Wi �i=1, . . . ,5�,
espectively.

After obtaining the working ranges of each die, the data seg-
entation can be further conducted in which the boundaries of

ach data segment are marked by either the start point or end point
f the working ranges of individual dies. As shown in Fig. 6, a
otal of eight segments are obtained and only segments S2−S7 will
e used for feature extraction. By using this type of data segmen-
ation method, an explicit mapping relationship can be obtained
or each given data segment, i.e., determining the relevant work-
ng dies that are generating the tonnage force at that specific seg-

ent. The details of data segmentation method can be found in
ef. �20�. Therefore, the change of the extracted features at the

pecific data segmentations can be uniquely mapped to the faulty
tations from which the parts are missing.

3.2 Feature Extraction Using Principal Component
nalysis. In this section, PCA is used to reduce the data dimen-

ion and generate features from the selected signal segments. PCA
inearly transforms the raw data set into a new set of features
alled PCs.

Let Xk
Si �Rnk�pSi denotes nk samples from group k; each

ample contains pSi
data points of total tonnage signals at segment

i. It is assumed that Xk
Si is normally distributed. Let X̄0

Si and S0
si

enote the sample mean and sample covariance of X0
Si under the

ormal operation condition. The PCA transform is conducted on

0
Si and the resultant eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs are denoted as

�1 ,e1� , ��2 ,e2� , . . . , ��psi
,epsi

� with �1��2� ¯ ��psi
�0 and

j
T= �e j1 ,e j2 , . . . , e jpsi

�. The jth principal component of the vth

ample under the normal operation condition is obtained by

y j = e j
T�X0

Si�v, •� − X̄0
Si� �1�

here v=1, . . . ,n0. The sample variance of the jth principal com-
onent y j is � j, j=1,2 , . . . , pSi

, and the sample covariance be-
ween y j and yl is zero if j� l. In addition, the total sample vari-
nce is trace�S0

si�, which is equal to �1+�2+ ¯+�pSi
. The

ercentage of the sample variance explained by the jth principal
omponent is given by � j / trace�S0

si�. In this paper, the principal
omponents with the larger eigenvalues, which contribute 99.7%

ig. 6 The decomposed individual signals at each working
tation
f the total variance, are considered as the candidate features for
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further feature selection.
For training our classifier, the jth principal component of v�-th

sample �v�=1, . . . ,nk� of group k in the same segment �Si� is also
obtained by the following projection:

y j� = e j
T�Xk

Si�v�, •� − X̄0
Si� �2�

It should be noticed that the projections are made based on the

eigenvectors e j
T and sample mean X̄0

Si, which are obtained from
the samples under the normal operating condition.

3.3 Feature Selection and Hierarchical Classifier Design.
Considering the different degrees of class separability at different
data segments, especially the low separability of the weak signals,
it is very difficult to classify all the missing part conditions
through one classifier using the same features. Therefore, a hier-
archical classifier is used for classifying multiple missing part
conditions through a special inclined type of binary-tree structure
�18�, i.e., only one missing part condition will be separated from
others at each step of classification.

The hierarchical structure of such a classifier and the resultant
sample spaces after each classification step are shown in Fig. 7. In
this figure, � j and Rj denote the remaining unclassified samples
and the identified group samples at step j, respectively. At the
beginning, let �0 denotes all available training samples of all g
known groups. Following the tree structure, at each step j, �j
=1, . . . ,g�, one group will be identified, and C�j� is used to denote
the identified group index. For example, if group l is identified at
step j, we have C�j�= l. The final remaining group C�g+1� is used
to denote all unlearnt faulty operation conditions.

In the design of the proposed hierarchical classifier, the key
issues include how to determine which group is to be classified at
step j, how many features are essential for this classifier design,
and which optimal feature subsets are selected for this classifier
design. These issues will be addressed in details as follows.

In order to define the criterion for determining which group is
classified at step j, let �l denote group l and ��l

denote the total
probability of misclassifying the samples in �l to all other classes
throughout all classification steps. The smallest misclassification
error of ��l

�∀l�C�1� , . . . ,C�j−1�� is used as the criterion for
determining which group is identified at step j. This criterion en-
sures that �l is the most correctly classified group at step j. The
calculation of ��l

is given in Eq. �5�, which will be discussed later
in this section.

The flowchart for integrating feature subset selection and clas-
sifier design is shown in Fig. 8. Let y denote a sample represented
by the selected PC features, which can be either univariate or
multivariate. At step j, y is to be classified as �l based on the
criterion of the minimum expected misclassification errors �21�,

All groups of
training data

Identified class C(1) Remaining classes

Remaining classes

Identified class C(g) Remaining class C(g+1)

0�

1�

1g��
g�

gR

1R Step 1

Step g

Remaining classes

Identified class C(j) Remaining class

1j��
jR Step j

Fig. 7 Hierarchical structure of inclined binary-tree classifier
i.e., the following Eq. �3� should be held.
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P��l�f l�y� � P��k�fk�y�, for all possible k,k � l �3�

here fk� • � denotes the probability density function of group k
ssociated with the selected feature subset. P��k� denotes the
rior probability of group k, which can be specified based on
ither engineering knowledge or estimated from the training data
et. If all the fault classes are completely preknown, the condition
f �k=1

g P��k�=1 is satisfied. Otherwise, 1−�k=1
g P��k� represents

he total probability of all unknown fault classes. Since PCs used
s features follow a multivariate normal distribution, Eq. �3� is
quivalently represented as

ln P��l�f l�y� = max
k

ln P��k�fk�y� = ln P��l� −
p

2
ln �2�� −

1

2
ln �Sl�

−
1

2
�y − x̄l�TSl

−1�y − x̄l�

here x̄l and Sl denote the sample mean and sample covariance
atrix of the selected PCs of group l.
In order to determine the minimum number of the features for

lassifying group l from other remaining unclassified groups at
tep j, the classifier is designed with the first effort of using a
ingle optimal feature that is selected from all the candidate PCs
ith the minimal classification error ��l

for group l. As shown in
ig. 8, if its classification performance based on a single feature is
ot satisfied, the dimension of the feature subset will be increased
ntil the stopping criteria is satisfied. In the worst case, it is pos-
ible that the stopping criterion is not satisfied after all features are
xhaustedly searched. In this case, all the features will be used. It
hould be notified that the increase of the number of features leads
o the increase of the discrimination distances between normally
istributed classes �21�, which can improve the classification ac-
uracy. However, an inappropriate high dimension of features will
ead to an over fitting problem at the training stage. Therefore, in
he paper, we study how to determine the minimum number of
eatures under a given satisfying classification performance,
hich can ensure a good robustness performance for future un-

Select one segment

6 groups’data
Segment boundaries

PCAtransform

Startwith onePC

Design classifier and calculate
misclassification probability
for each remaininggroup

Minimal
Limit?�

Record the classification decision
rule for the identified group

Output the classification rule for
each group

All groups have
been identified ?

Yes

No

Yes
No

All PCs have
been tested?

All segments
have been tested? NoYes

Yes Increase the
number of PCs

Next PC

Next segment

l��

l��

No

ig. 8 Flowchart for optimal feature subset selection and clas-
ifier design
nown test data. At each searching step under the given dimension
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of the feature subset, the optimal features are exhaustedly
searched from all candidate PCs at all data segments. In this way,
the feature interactions can be well considered in the design of
classifiers. Moreover, the selected number of candidate PC fea-
tures is generally not more than ten. Therefore, the exhausted
searching will be feasible at the training stage.

As shown in Fig. 9, at the �j−1�th step, the remaining samples
of group i in � j−1 are denoted as �i

j−1, i=1,2 , . . . ,g. Let Pi
j de-

notes the conditional probability of classifying �i
j−1 to the identi-

fied sample space Rj at step j,

Pi
j � Pr�x � Rj��i

j−1	 �4�

where i=1,2 , . . . ,g, j=1,2 , . . . ,g. The detailed calculation of Pi
j

can be found in Appendix A.
In this paper, the total misclassification error ��l

�C�j�= l� is
defined as the probability of misclassifying group l into all other
classes. This probability can be calculated as Eq. �5� based on its
complementary probability, i.e., one minus the probability of cor-
rect classification of group l �C�j�= l� at step j.

��l
= Pr�x � Rj,C�j� = l��l	 = 1 − Pl

j
s=1

j−1
�1 − Pl

s�, j

= 1,2, . . . ,g �5�
The detailed derivation of Eq. �5� can be found in Appendix B.

In Eq. �5�, it can be seen that although ��l
has a propagated chain

effect, it is only affected by the classifier design from step 1 to
step j. Therefore, it is possible to calculate ��l

at step j and use it
as a criterion for determining the optimal class at step j. As men-
tioned previously, in order to select an optimal feature subset for
classification, we iteratively select PCs and segments that can give
the minimal ��l

at step j. Moreover, the selection of the number
of features �PCs� is determined by the minimal number of features
that can satisfy the condition of ��l

	 limit in which the limit is
prespecified based on the acceptable misclassification error in the
given application.

Finally, at the last step �step g�, where only one group is left to
be identified in �g−1, a T2 control chart is used to identify the last
group from the unlearnt conditions using the feature subset se-
lected at the �g−1�th step. For a user prespecified type I error �,
sample x in �i

g−1 is classified to group l �l=C�g�� if �x
− x̄l�Sl

−1�x− x̄l�T	
�
2 is satisfied.

3.4 Classifier Performance Assessment. The classification
performance for the designed classifiers can be finally evaluated
by constructing a confusion matrix M�Rg��g+1� after all classi-
fication steps. Let Mkl denote the probability of samples in group
k ��k� to be classified as group l ��l�, which is identified at step j,

1
1
�j� 1

2
�j� 1�j

g�

j
1�

j
2� j

g�
jR

Identified samples to be
labeled as group l

Remaining
samples

1�� j

j�

Step j

ljC �)(

Fig. 9 Sample spaces at hierarchical step j
i.e., C�j�= l. It can be calculated by
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Mkl = �Pr�x � �Rj � �k�,C�j� = l	 = Pk
j
s=1

j−1
�1 − Pk

s�, j = 1,2, . . . ,g

Pr�x � ��g � �k�,C�j� = l	 = 
g
�1 − Pk

s�, j = g + 1 � �6�
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Fig. 10 Three selected segments and PCA analysis results
s=1
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See Appendix C for the detailed proof.�
An alternative to evaluating the classification performance is to

se the similar concepts of type I error and type II error in statis-
ical process control. Since at each step j, only one class of group
�C�j�= l� is separated from the remaining groups, type I error can
e defined as the total probability that the data in class l ��l�
ould be falsely classified into all other classes; at the same time,

ype II error for class l can be defined as the total probability that
ll other classes would be misclassified into class l. Based on
hese definitions, type I error of the group l is exactly equal to ��l

.
ype II error, denoted as ��l

, can be calculated by Eq. �7�.

Table 1 PC selection result

tep Segment PC Classified group

1 S4 Second 2
2 S7 First 3
3 S3 Second 1
4 S3 Third 5
5 S3 Third 4
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��l
= P�x � Rj,C�j� = l��k,k � C�j�	 = �

k=1,k�l

g

P��k� � Mkl

�7�

4 Case Study
In this section, we will illustrate the detail implementation pro-

cedures step by step to show how to apply the proposed method-
ology to a real-world forging process. The analysis results includ-
ing PCA, PC feature selection, and the classifier performance
assessment are given.

4.1 PCA Results Based on Segmental Tonnage Signals. As
discussed in Sec. 3.2, the PCA transform is performed on each
selected data segment of the training signals under the normal
working condition. The resultant eigenvectors e j�1� j� psi

� will
be used as the orthogonal projections to obtain PCs as features for
classifier design. Figures 10�a�–10�c� show the tonnage profiles of
307 training samples at the final selected segments �S3, S4, and S7�
under the normal working condition and Figs. 10�d�–10�f� show
the Pareto plots of the selected candidate PCs at the corresponding
segments that include 99.75% of total variance.

4.2 Optimal Feature Subsets. Table 1 shows the selected
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eature subsets at each hierarchical classification step. It can be
een that segment S4 is selected at the first step for classifying
roup 2, and segment S7 is selected at the second step for classi-
ying group 3 by using PC2 and PC1, respectively. These classi-
cation results are consistent with our previous discussion, i.e.,

he fact that groups 2 and 3 are more easily separated from other
roups at segments 4 and 7, respectively. Also, groups 2 and 3 are
dentified at the first two steps because they are more easily sepa-
ated than other groups. For classifying groups 1, 4, and 5, seg-
ent 3 is selected, which are used to enhance their separability for

roup 4 and 5 �weak signals�. Figures 11�a�–11�e� visually show
he selected features at each step by using resultant optimal fea-
ure subset listed in Table 1.

4.3 Classifier Performance Assessment. The performance of
he proposed hierarchical classifier is assessed using cross-
alidations in which the validation classification errors provide the
stimate of the classifier’s performance on the test data sets. Gen-
rally, if a classifier has a large number of parameters to train, a
arge sample size of the training data set should be used and the
ortion r of the validation data set is small �r=10−25% of the
otal sample data�. It has been shown that the sample size of the
raining set affects the bias of the classification errors while the
ample size of the validation test set affects the variance of clas-
ification errors �9�. In this case study, r=25% of the data in each
roup are randomly selected as the test data set, and the remaining
5% of the data are used as the training data. The choice of r
25% is to consider a good tradeoff between a satisfying average
lassification errors and a small variance of classification errors
sing 100 repeated cross-validations. Table 2 shows the resultant
onfusion matrix, and Table 3 shows type I and type II errors
efined in Sec. 3.4, respectively. In both Tables 2 and 3, the num-
ers that are given inside and outside of the parentheses in each
ell are the corresponding standard deviations and average values
hroughout 100 repeated cross-validation tests. It can be seen that
he resultant averages and variances of all classification errors are
mall, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed
ethod and a good choice of the test sample size in the cross-

alidations. It should be notified that the selected features at each
tep are not changed under different randomly selected training
nd test samples at all cross-validation tests, which shows the
obustness of the proposed feature selection procedure.

Conclusion
In this study, a new feature selection and hierarchical classifi-

ation method is developed for missing part detection in multi-
peration forging processes. In the development of the method,
rst, both the data segmentation and the PCA transform are ap-
lied to reduce the dimension of the production data. Second,
CA is used to extract features from the selected data segments
nder various missing part conditions. Third, a hierarchical fea-
ure selection procedure is developed to minimize the misclassifi-
ation probabilities among different groups. Finally, a correspond-

Table 2 Final confusion matrix „%…

lassified
group �k� 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 100 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 100 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 100 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 100 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 99.39 �1.35� 0.61 �1.35�

he value less than 10−3 is treated as 0.
ng hierarchical classification rule is developed for classifying

51010-8 / Vol. 132, OCTOBER 2010

ded 04 Oct 2010 to 141.212.226.167. Redistribution subject to ASM
various missing parts conditions. In addition, the performance of
the corresponding classifier in terms of misclassification errors is
evaluated using a confusion matrix. A real-world forging process
is used to illustrate the implementation procedures and demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
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Appendix A: The Calculation of Pi
j

Pi
j = Pr�x � Rj��i

j−1	 =
��

f i�x� � Pj��i�dx

for j = 1, . . . ,g − 1

where ��ª �x�RD � f l�x�Pj��l�� fk�x�Pj��k� , ∀k� �C�j
+1� , . . . ,C�g�		 denotes the decision region falling, which the data
are classified as group l at step j, thus l=C�j�. f i� • � denotes the
probability density function of group i. In this study, we assume
f i�x��N��i ,�i�, where �i�RD and �i�RD�D, and D denotes
the dimension of the feature subset. Because PCs follow a multi-
variate normal distribution, in which the variance of the selected
PC is equal to its corresponding eigenvalue and the covariance
between each pair of PC features is equal to zero due to the
orthogonal transform of PCA. Therefore, the parameters of the
density functions of PC features in each group can be estimated
by the sample mean and sample variance of the PC features in
each group of training samples. Pj��i� denotes the prior probabil-
ity of group i at step j, which can be calculated by Pj��i�
= P��i�
s=1

j−1�1− Pi
s�. This probability is explained as the probabil-

ity of samples in group i being kept in the remaining set of the
unclassified samples after step j−1. Since Pi

s denotes the probabil-
ity of the samples in group i that are classified at each of the
previous step s �s=1, . . . , j−1�. Therefore, 
s=1

j−1�1− Pi
s� represents

the total probability of the samples in group i that are not classi-
fied before step j.

At the last step �j=g�, since only one known group is uniden-
tified in �g−1. A T2 control chart is constructed to identify the
known group. Hence, given prespecified type I error �, we have

Pi
g = Pr�x � Rg��i

g	 = Pr��x − x̄l�Sl
−1�x − x̄l�T 	 
�

2 �x � �i
g	

where l=C�g�, x̄l denotes the sample mean of group l, and Sl
−1

Table 3 Classification probabilities for each group „%…

Classified
group �k� 1 2 3 4 5

��k
0 0 0 0 0.61 �1.34�

��k
0 0 0 0 0

The value less than 10−3 is treated as 0.
denotes the sample covariance of group l.
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ppendix B: The Derivation of Equation (5)

here

herefore,

��l
= 1 − Pl

j
s=1

j−1
�1 − Pl

s�, l = 1,2, . . . ,g, C�j� = l

ppendix C: The Derivation of Equation (6)

here
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imilarly, if C�g+1�= l, we have

Mkl = 

s=1

g

�1 − Pk
s�
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